**Transition to Tapered Pails**

**Straight-Sided Pails**
- 12" in diameter
- 13.75" in height
- 11.25" in diameter

**Tapered Pails**
- 12" in diameter
- 15" in height
- 10.25" in diameter

**Old Follow Plate**
- Works only with straight-sided pails

**New Follow Plate**
- Works with both straight-sided & tapered pails

**Benefits of Tapered Pails:**
- Increased stability when stacking, storing and shipping
- Pails nest for easy transportation after job
- Industry standard

**New Item #’s:**
- 33341 - Steel Follow Plate (equipped for Snorkler® use)
- 33342 - Steel Follow Plate (includes adapter for Albion bulk gun)
- 33343 - Adapter for Albion bulk gun
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